
HYBRID TEA 
BARBRA STREISAND 

Color: Perfect mauve blushing darker 
Flower: Fully double, up to 5in., over 35 

petals 
Fragrance: Citrus and old rose 

Size: 3-5ft 
Zones: 5-9 

Good Disease Resistance 
An avid rose lover, Barbra was very choosy when it came to picking a rose that would bear her 
name. It had to have large flowers with an attractive color. But most of all, it must be fragrant! 
The Barbra Streisand rose certainly fulfills those desires. Just one big shapely blossom can 
nearly overpower you with strong sweet scent. The clean lavender colors show off strikingly 
against deep glossy green leaves. Her vigorous plant bears loads of long-stemmed beauties. 
Great for cutting or just for smellin'. 

DOUBLE DELIGHT 
Color: Cream blushing red 

Flower: Large, full, 30-35 petal count 
Fragrance: Strong, sweet and spicy 

Size: 3-5ft 
Zones: 6-9 

Good Disease Resistance 
The most popular new variety of the last 30 years. 
Double Delight fulfills the two highest demands of a 
rose—an eye-catching color combo and fantastic 

nose-pleasing fragrance. The prolific bush provides lots of creamy pointed buds that blush red 
with the rays of the sun. Deep green leaves. Best color/flower size in warm days & coolnights. 



FRAGRANT CLOUD 
Color: Deep coral red-orange 

Flower: Large, fully double, 25-30 petal 
count 

Fragrance: Strongly sweet & spicy 
Size: 2.5-5ft 
Zones: 5-10 

Good Disease Resistance 
It's hard to find words to describe the heady 

delicious perfume that effuses from this captivatingwell-formed coral-range—sometimes 
clove, often spicy, definitely sweet and mostly rose. Lots of large shapely blooms are 
produced on a vigorous bushy plant with dark glossy green foliage. 

HEAVENLY SCENTED™ 
Color: Salmon 

Flower: Large, old-fashioned, very double, 
4-5in., 60-130 petal count 

Fragrance: Sweet, citrus & spice 
Size: 4-6ft 

Zones: 5-10 
Strong Disease Resistance 

Heavenly Scented Hybrid Tea Rose has 
everything you desire from a long stemmed rose, 

delivered in a beautiful conch pink. Hybrid teas are known to produce one large flower 
per stem, making them the quintessential cutting rose. The strong, sweet fragrance 
beloved by rose gardeners travels with each cut flower. In the garden, Heavenly Scented 
grows in an upright habit and has a strong resistance to downy mildew and rust. Good 
color retention means that these roses won't lose their bright prawn-pink hue in the sun. 



LASTING LOVE®                           
Color: Dusky red blended deep pink 

Flower: Large, up to 5in., double, around 25 
petal count 

Fragrance: Strong rose 
Size: 2.5-3ft 
Zones: 5-9 

Good Disease Resistance 
It's been a while since a heavenly fragrant red HT 
has come 'round. Lasting Love is not the bright red 

of Olympiad, but the powerful perfume will give Mister Lincoln a run for his money. Big 
showy blooms of blended dusky red and dark pink glimmer against foliage so gloriously 
glossy it almost looks artificial. Burgundy red new growth makes a most handsome plant 
for all to enjoy. More red in milder temperatures. 

MR. LINCOLN 
Color: Velvety deep red 

Flower: Large, fully double, 30-35 petal 
count 

Fragrance: Very flowery & slightly sweet 
Size: 3-6.5ft 
Zones: 5-10 

Good Disease Resistance 
A historic American milestone in red roses that's 
still hard to beat. The large pointed buds and rich 

red well-formed blooms have a velvety quality that you must feel to believe. The powerful 
damask rose fragrance seduces even the hardest heart. Vigorous, tall and proud with long 
stems & dark green leaves. Likes consistent warm days & cool nights. 



NEPTUNE ™ 
Color: Lavender blushed purple on the very 

edge of the petals 
Flower: Large, 4.5-5.5in., over 35 petals 

Fragrance: Intense, sweet, citrus, rose 
Size: 4-5ft 

Zones: 6-10 
Very Good Disease Resistance 

Can an aquatic divinity enjoy fragrance? If so, 
Neptune would surely be spirited away after one sniff of his very own rose. You'll idolize 
the big blossoms of luscious lavender tinged with just a touch of purple. Certain to garner 
awards, the abundant blooms arrive on a praise-worthy plant with large glossy green 
leaves, good vigor and strong vitality. It's no myth, just take a whiff! Best bloom size in 
cooler temps.  

  PERFUME FACTORY ™ 
Color: Magenta fading lavender-pink 

Flower: Classic double, 3.5-4in., 40-50 
petal count  

Fragrance: Spicy & fruity 
Size: 4-5ft 
Zones: 6-9 

Excellent Disease Resistance 
If you love tea roses, you'll just adore Perfume 

Factory! This aromatic superstar emerges in early summer with large, magenta-plum 
blooms that are simply sublime. Flowers with great substance reach 4" across and boast 
layers of soft petals and a strong spicy-fruity scent. The bushy, upright plants are perfect 
For creating a perfumed walkway or adding bold color to sunny borders. 



Secret™ 
Color: Cream brushed with rich pink 
Flower: Medium-large, fully double, 

30-35 petal count 
Fragrance: Strong citrus 

Size: 4-4.5ft 
Zones: 6-9 

Very Good Disease Resistance 
You can't keep this Secret secret because the 

sweet fragrance will give it away. An AARS winner with perfume worth bragging about. 
But it's not all just for the nose, your eyes will love the loads of well-formed flowers 
whose soft colors are set off by mahogany-red new foliage. Everyone will appreciate this 
easy-to-grow prolific plant. Always attractive & super fragrant. Best size when cool. 

Stainless Steel™                               
Color: Silvery Lavender?                                                                     

Flower: Large, full, 25-30 petal count                                                           
Fragrance:  Strong rose                                                               

Size: 5-7ft                                                                          
Zones: 7-10                                                                 

Strong Disease Resistance 

This 'everyday' version of Sterling Silver is much 
easier-to-care-for, much easier-to-grow and has 
much longer-lasting flowers. Yet it still possesses 

the wonderful perfume and the mysterious pastel color that places its far-removed 
ancestor in rose history. The trophy-hunters will go or the classic show form and the nice 
long stems. Deep green large leaves clothe the tall vigorous plant. Flower size & color are 
best with some cooler temperatures.                                                                                                                              



 

Sugar Moon™ 
Color: Pure white 

Flower: Large, up to 5in., full, classically 
formed, over 30 broad petals 

Fragrance: Strong citrus 
Size: 5-5.5ft 
Zones: 6-9 

Very Good Disease Resistance 

White roses exude elegance...but not much in 
the way of fragrance...until now! In this case, 'exude' is too delicate a word 'cause this 
honey will bulldoze you down with its powerful cold-cream perfume. Big pointed buds 
spiral open to show off broad petals of the purest white you can imagine. Black-green 
leaves make the pure white posies pop all the more. Good rebloom, natural vigor & long 
cutting stems make this a perfect addition for a cutting garden...or even just a smellin' 
garden. Comments: Larger flower size in cool temps. 



SHRUB 

Cosmic Clouds™ 
Color: Magenta-purple 
fading deep purple w/ 

white reverse 
Flower: Large clusters of 
full, very double, medium- 

sized flowers of 
2.5-3in., 70-85 petal 

count 
Fragrance: Strong fruity 

Size: 6-7ft, can be a 
climber in zones 8-9 

Zones: 4-9 
Very Good Disease Resistance 

A brand new shrub rose that shows off a different color combination at every angle. With 
rich pink flowers offering up a cloud-white reverse, Cosmic Clouds Shrub rose adds 

intrigue as well as volume to the rose garden. Cosmic Clouds can be trained as a climber 
in zones 8-10, and in colder zones, it performs wonderfully as a large shrub. Flowers 

appear in medium or large clusters, grouped in sets of three to ten blooms. Extremely full, 
each rose blossom is packed with over 75 petals and opens up to three inches in size. 
Cosmic Clouds is a fragrance fan's dream, with a strong, fruity scent that lasts in the 

vase. This rose fights off powdery mildew, downy mildew, and rust with ease.


